How Supersonic Accelerated User Acquisition with TikTok
An AppsFlyer & TikTok Partnership Story

BACKGROUND
Supersonic Studios have experienced phenomenal growth since launching in January 2020. Supersonic's blend of marketing optimization and publishing experience makes it a truly unique games studio. They put their partnership with developers at the heart of everything they do. It’s an approach that seems to be working, as those partnerships have produced runaway hits like Join Clash, Sort It 3D and Chat Master.

CHALLENGE
Hyper casual gaming is, by its nature, highly competitive. In a market of ‘everyone’, where margins are tight, cost effectively acquiring new users is critical. From the outset Supersonic made a strategic decision to use multiple channels for user acquisition to help diversify the risk and increase scale. That meant going deeper with existing channels while at the same time exploring emerging, high-growth channels.

One of those channels offers something completely different. That channel is TikTok.
“TikTok is one of the rising stars with millions of users around the world, and as an advertising platform, it’s one of the most important right now for Supersonic. I was sure that we hadn’t yet seen its full potential and so we wanted to learn how to get the most from the platform.”

Igor Bereslavski
Director of Growth

SOLUTION

TikTok’s rapid growth and huge audience makes it an attractive proposition for any advertiser. It’s a platform that rewards creativity with engagement. Smart TikTok advertisers are abandoning their traditional creative approach and are instead embracing the platform at a native level. You earn engagement on TikTok by being engaging. Or, as TikTok says – ‘Don’t make ads, make TikToks’. That process is helped by a rich suite of creative tools and training. Supersonic attended workshops to learn TikTok best practices, which highlighted the importance of the creative in the auction process.

Analysing the performance of their TikTok campaigns is essential for Supersonic. To do this, they leverage the power of their AppsFlyer dashboard as well as their in-house BI platform. Going deeper with their data is only possible by having access to the most accurate level of data. Supersonic uses a combination of AppsFlyer’s Pull API, Master API and Data Locker products to populate their BI system. And, thanks to Xpend, AppsFlyer’s cost aggregation solution, they now have a much clearer understanding of their campaign ROI.

“To get the most from our TikTok experience it was important to pull the cost data and have the ability to view it alongside the rest of the data, all in one place. Luckily, AppsFlyer were early adopters of the TikTok API, which gave us the ability to pull the cost data from TikTok and optimise our campaigns accordingly. Now, AppsFlyer’s data is crucial to our campaign analysis.”

Igor Bereslavski & Noam Ganzi
Supersonic Studios
LOOKING FORWARD

Supersonic Studios will continue to harness the power of data to optimise their user acquisition activities. They’ll keep working closely with the developer community to bring new hyper casual games to the market, by leveraging their white box approach that puts their partnership with the developer at the centre. And they’ll continue to explore new opportunities to drive more value from their collaboration with TikTok and AppsFlyer.